Certain of the volcanoes noted in the first two groups, in particular MonoInyo Craters, Lassen Peak, Mt . Shasta, Three Sisters, Newberry, and Medicine Lake, have reached or are approaching a stage of chemical evolution similar to that attained by Mt. Matama just before the cataclysmic eruptions that formed Crater Lake ahout 6,600 years ago. A similar eruption today from any one of these volcanoes would be a disaster o f previously unexperienced proportions. It would totally devastate life and property within 50-100 miles of the volcano, and would cover a large part of the western U.S. with many inches of volcanic ash. The economic and social impact would be felt throughout the country. An eruption from a magma chamber beneath any one of the volcanoes in the third group would be at least an order of magnitude larger and have even greater impact. At present we have insufficient data or experience that would enable us to recognize with certainty the precursory phenomena preceding such a calamity. However, an effort is being made to study the nature of events that immediately preceded the 6,600-year-old Crater Lake eruption to determine what precursors might provide some warning. This emphasizes by example the importance of fundamental research on volcanic phenomena and processes that is needed to provide the data to make our hazards assessments realistic and our monitoring meaningful.
Mount St. Helens, other Cascade volcanoes, other western conterminous U.S.
volcanoes, Hawaiian volcanoes, and Alaskan volcanoes are described below.
A. Mount St. Helens, Washington
Prior to its recent reawakening, Mount St. Helens was last active in the mid18001s, between 1832 and 1857. During this 25-year period the volcano reverted to more explosive activity several times before finally becoming dormant (see Figure 2 ). Comparisons with similar volcanoes elsewhere in the world indicate that such prolonged and fitful behavior is ty~ical. For example, Santa Maria volcano, Guatemala, and Bezymianny volcano, Kamchatka, init i a1 ly erupted explosively in 1922 and 1956, respectively, and have remained intermittently active to the present time (60 and 26 years duration, respectively). Like Mount St. Helens in the mid-18001s, they have gone through a1 ternat ing periods of complete quiesence, non-violent dome-bui lding, and explosive stages. On the basis of these comparisons, it is likely that Mount St. Helens will continue to be a serious threat for at least 20-30 years and will show considerable variability in activity that will require continued intensive monitoring.
Mount St. Helens, because it is currently active, poses the greatest immediate threat to life and property in the Pacific Northwest. Although the eruptions have declined in frequency and intensity over the past two years, they are likely to continue intermittently and with varying intensity for the next 2 or -3 decades, as they did in the mid-1800's and probably in earlier episodes.
Periodical ly during this time, the volcano may even become completely quiescent for several years, and then become active again. It may not become as explosive as it was in May 1980 for perhaps at least another century, but similar, historically active volcanoes elsewhere in the world (e.g., Bezymi anny, Kamchatka, and Santa Maria, Guatemala) have repeatedly reverted to dangerously explosive activity during their decades-long dome-bui lding epi sodes .
Minor ash eruptions and hot avalanches, and possible associated mudf lows and floods, from the intermittently growing lava dome wlthin the crater pose the main hazards for the present and immediate future. Past activity suggests that the current episode eventually may culminate in extrusion of more fluid and more extensive lava flows. Hot avalanches and lava flows, particularly if erupted onto thick snow cover, could generate damaging mudf lows and floods in the Toutle and lower Cowlitz River valleys, possibly affecting the towns of Castle Rock and Longview. The greatest dangers will be to people working on or near the volcano: loggers reclaiming timber around the volcano, forestry and other land-management specialists, engineers and construction workers on dam construction and dredging operations, and scientists monitoring the volcano.
A major, immediate concern arose in the summer of 1982 when it was discovered that the debris flows damming stream drainages and forming Spirit , Coldwater, and South Fork Castle Lakes were becoming severely eroded and would not be effective barriers at significantly higher water levels. Overtopping of the debris dams or failure by underground seepage and piping could result in catastrophic flooding. During the fall of 1982 the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers began maintaining the level of Spirit Lake by pumping, and the USGS began monitoring for potential catastrophic flood events. Critical studies of the mechanical properties and stability of the debris flows and for a seismic study of active faults beneath the Spirit Lake area are needed. Furthermore, the continuous presence of Corps of Engineers personnel and equipment at Spirit Lake, which is particularly vulnerable to even mildly explosive eruptions in the crater, will require considerably more monitoring than had previously been anticipated, to assure the safety of the operations of the Corps of Engineers.
. Other Cascade Volcanoes
Incomplete but reasonably reliable accounts of the 19th century activity in the Cascades indicate that several other Cascade volcanoes, as well as Mount St. Helens, were active in the mid-1800's (see Figure 2 ). During the 48-year period between 1832 and 1880, Mt. Baker, M t . Rainier, Mt. Hood, and possibly Mt. Shasta were unusually active, and on more than one occasion two or three volcanoes erupted during the same year. While none of these eruptions were as destructive as the Mount St. Helens eruption of May 1980, similar eruptions today would certainly have more serious social and economic impact than they did then, when the countr,y was sparse1.y populated and less developed. This recent increased restlessness in the Cascades and along the east front of the Sierra Nevada, coupled with evidence that there is an increased potential for large-magnitude earthquakes on both the Sierran frontal fault and the San Andreas rift within the next few decades, suggests that we are in a time of unusually strong interaction between the Pacific and North American crustal plates, when a higher incidence of hazardous events is likely. This has prompted a number of scientists to believe that the Cascades, and possibly other western U.S. volcanoes, are on the threshold o f another episode o f Sncreased eruptive activity similar to that of the mid-1800's.
The potential for volcanic activity at other particularly hazardous Cascades volcanoes is described below. 3. Mt . Hood, Oreqon. Mt . Hood has had three major episodes of activity in the past 15,000 years -15,000-12,000 years ago; 1,800-1,500 years ago; and 300-200 years ago. Reliable historic accounts indicate that minor pumice and ash eruptions also occurred in 1859, 1865, and 1906 . During the three major episodes, pvroclastic flows, accompanying the extrusion of near-summi t 1 ava domes, compl etely devastated the slopes of the volcano, particularly on the south and west sides, and mudflows and floods coursed further down the major valleys, particularly on the north and west, occasional ly reaching as far as Troutdale and Hood River on the Columbia River. Although future eruptions are not likely to significantly affect metropolitan Portland, which i s 50 miles west, eruptions could seriously affect its water supply which comes in part from reservoirs in the vicinity of Mt. Hood.
4. M t . Shasta, California. M t . Shasta, exceeded in height by Mt. Rainier but considerably more voluminous, has been intermittently active for more than 120,000 years and has had at least 13 major eruptions during the last 10,000 years. Its most recent eruption was probably in 1786. In the past, eruptions o f pyroclastic flows and extrusion o f lava flows and domes have constituted the main activity, and these have commonly generated large mudflows extending more than 30 miles from the volcano and probably floods of greater extent. Pyroclastic falls have been few and of limited extent.
The towns of Weed, Mount Shasta, and McCloud are built on the lower flanks of the volcano in extremely vulnerable positions that have been swept by pyroclastic flows in the past. Major eruptions from the summit of Mt. Shasta probably would require the evacuation of all of these towns and cut off traffic along Interstate 5, the main northsouth route in northern California. Mudflows and floods accompanying an eruption could reach Shasta Reservoir 35 miles to the south, and might send secondary floods down the entire Sacramento River, although lowering of the reservoir would reduce this possibility. Nevertheless the influx of sediment and debris into the reservoir plus its precautionary lowering would seriously affect water supplies in the entire Sacramento Valley. inches. Earthquakes, occasional ly accompanied by spasmodic tremor, associated with this ground deformat ion suggest that magma is being injected into the caldera ring-fracture system to depths possibly as shallow as two miles. This intrusive activity may eventually terminate without serious consequence, but as long as uplift and seismicity continue, the potential for eruption is high. 3. Yellowstone caldera, Wyoming. Yellowstone National Park is another area of special concern. It has been the site of the larqest volcanic eruptions-known worldwide --more than 100 times greater than the eruption that produced Crater Lake and 6,000 times greater than the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens. Eruptions of this size have occurred at Ye1 lowstone about 2,000,000 years ago, 1,300,000 years ago, and 630,000 years ago (about every 700,000 years). This periodicity of about 700,000 years might suggest the imminence of another major eruption, but the inherent uncertainties of such age determinations make assessment of that 1 ikel ihood difficult. However, Yellowstone caldera, like Long Valley caldera, is known to be underlain by a large, shallow magma chamber. Moreover, the caldera floor also has recently been discovered to be rising at the surprising average rate of at least 0.7 inches/year, perhaps for the past 50 years or more. In addition, the area is seismically very active. Consequently, it is an area that deserves constant long-term monitoring.
surf ace which has been interpreted as an actively intruding magma sill. The Rio Grande rift has been the site of repeated volcanic activity for the past 10 mil lion years, and since magma sills seem to be the most 1 ikely sources of past eruptions, the Socorro s i 1 1 may well produce future eruptions. To forewarn of such a possibility, the Socorro area should be under continuous geophysical and seismic surveillance. Accurate and timely hazards assessments are the basis for appropriate land-use and emergency-response planning and are also used to guide the design o f effective monitoring networks. The accuracy of the assessments depends principally on the type and quality of information available. Initial or prel irninary assessments are prepared with information that is avai 1 able at the time, but these assessments must be updated as new information becomes available from monitoring networks, research studies, and other sources. The assessment process is therefore a continuing process, with each subsequent assessment of an individual volcano becoming increasingly accurate and more useful for 1 and-use and emergency-response planning.
D. Hawaiian Volcanoes
Reliable data from monitoring networks to detect precusory activity provide the information needed for warnings of impending eruptions. These data are also used to update hazards assessments and as critical input to basic research studies. 
D. Emerqency-Response Planning and Public Education
In addition to carrying out projects with scientific and technical objectives, other equal ly important activities of the Volcano Hazards Program involve general public education and the dissemination of information necessary for the preparation of emergency-response plans for volcanic eruptions and secondary geologic and-hydrologic hazards. It is essential that the general public and Federal, state, and local officials responsible for public safety be fully informed of the possible volcanic hazards within their areas of concern, so that, in the event of an eruption, actions to minimize hazards and the loss of life and property can be taken quickly and with the minimum of confusion. To achieve this, the public and responsible governmental officials must be made aware of the seriousness of the hazards so that emergencyresponse plans can be prepared well in advance of an eruption. Careful planning and communication with local and regional governments and with the news media are essential to achieve the right balance for avoiding both panic and comp 1 acency . e. Pub1 ish in an orderly and timely manner hazards assessment reports and maps for individual volcanoes, states, and areas of relatively high volcanic risk.
f . Inventory and assess the risk to existing and proposed transportat ion systems (roads, bridges, airports, rai lways) and municipal uti 1 it ies (power, water, sewage, natural gas) and make recornendations concerning their siting and construction relative to specific volcanic hazards.
g. Provide information and advice for research in the design and construction of engineering structures resistant to specific volcanic hazards.
h. Devise and conduct experiments testing the effectiveness of various 1 ava deflect ion techniques such as topography modification, hydraulic cooling of lava, and lava dams.
Volcano Monitoring
a. Establish seismic monitoring networks on each active and potentially active major volcano in order to detect and accurately locate on a real-time basis earthquakes of magnitude 1 or greater, which may be premonitory to a volcanic eruption.
b, Assemble at least two telemetered state-of-the-art portable seismic arrays that can be rapidly deployed around a volcano showing renewed activity, so that premonitor,y seismic events can be more accurately located, characterized, and tracked on a realtime basis.
c, Establish and continously or ~eriodica1l.y monitor grounddeformation networks on active and potentially active volcanoes, utilizing distance-, angle-, and tilt-measuring instruments such as geodimeters, theodolites, and tiltmeters, as well as gravimeters and magnetometers, in order to detect changes -accompanying intrusion of magma. e. Periodically monitor thermal anomalies at potentially active volcanoes using both ground-based and aerial infrared detectors.
f. Establish a flood-and mudflow-warning system, including satellite telemetry, on each active major volcano to detect and provide early warning of hazardous flows following eruption events. 
D. Plans for Studies
Plans to address these objectives are described below. 
Volcanic Hazards Assessment

Fundamental Research
In the long term, those research activities that ultimately contribute most to improved warning capability are paramount. Significant improvement in warning capabi 1 ity can be achieved only through a better understanding of fundamental magmatic, volcanic, and related hydrologic processes. Optimum progress in these related areas is most 1 i kely to be made through comprehensive, careful ly coordinated studies of selected magmatic/volcanic complexes, in which geological, volcanological, geophysical, geochemical, petrologic, and hydrologic investigations are conducted simultaneously and are well integrated.
. -
To be complete, such studies should include geophysical investigation of the deep crustal structure in the region, so that the influence of crustal dynamics on local magmatic and volcanic processes is fully understood.
Certain laboratory and theoretical studies also have the potential of significantly improving monitoring capabi 1 ity. Laboratory experiments to determine the properties of rock, magma, and gas at high pressures and temperatures not only provide insight into conditions at depth where magma is generated, but also orovide data necessary to improve the locat ion of earthquakes re1 ated to volcanism. Theoretical and experimental studies of the nature and causes of harmonic and spasmodic tremor are critically needed to improve warning capability.
After the onset o f an eruption, and for many years after the cessation of eruptive activity, the most serious continuing hazards are comnonly hydrologic in nature. Fundamental studies of erosion, deposition, and transport in volcanically impacted terrains are needed to provide improved warnjngs of debr i s-f lows, mudf lows, and floods concurrent with and consequent to eruptions. Another valuable cooperative international activity would be development of a long-term Pacific-wide volcano monitoring system utilizing remote, automated monitoring equipment and satellite telemetry so that an accurate and complete record of circum-Pacific volcanism could be obtained.
The combination of a satellite-telemetered monitoring network and a quickresponse team to respond to eruptions anywhere in the Pacific would greatly accelerate scientific progress in understanding the fundamental causes of volcanism and considerably improve our ability to predict eruptions and respond to emergencies in the U.S. 
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